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About This Game

Have you ever faced your fears? Now you can in Final Rest. This is an experience that tests your fears, while you are
undergoing surgery and you wake up in a nightmare. You will experience the story of the butcher, who used to roam the halls of

the asylum, now turned hospital and experience what he has done to his victims first hand.

Final Rest

is a short non-interactive horror experience (approximately 4 minutes) that is intended to be given at a party using props. It
allows a party host to scare the guest, while they are facing some of the many phobias people have like: rats, spiders, fierce dogs,
hypodermic needles, blood, claustrophobia and even death itself. This experience was created with the idea of using props like a
feather duster, can of compressed air, spray bottle of water and other items to give the guest an unexpected surprise while they

are taken to their Final Rest.

To win prizes upload your videos of your victims being frightened on social media using hashtag #FinalRestVR or reply to the
trailer on Youtube and we will be choosing the winners bi-weekly and promoting your video on our social media sites.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5gu73F5344
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Title: Final Rest
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Slipgate Studios
Publisher:
Slipgate Studios
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Wow what can i say about this game.
Its not broken as people say, yes there are a few bugs here and there, but this is to be expected right?
The problem i have is the money you earn does not cover living expenses. By the time you have paid your fuel of 11$ which
takes a full tank to get to work and maybe back, bought some cigarettes, chocolate, energy drink, there is nothing left to pay the
rent and food etc. The money you earn from working just is not enough to pay for anything, and that car is just too damn
juicy..After working for 2-3 days max your DEAD as then you have to start paying for medicines too, and the work budget just
does not cover it.
If the car was more economical and you earnt more from working, then its possible to survive, but apart from that there is not
much hope by the time you need medicine and the old bag wants money to keep her sweet too oh and for beers too, you just
dont earn enough to cover all that.
So some major adjustments need to be made for sure, especially the fuel and the wages are a MUST to get anywhere in this
game.

Im sure others would agree with me. And it doesnt matter how fast or slow you go, the fuel consumption is still the same, You
drink the equivalent of a supercar when your driving and old banger. It doesnt make sense.
But the game is fun, and runs ok.
Oh and there is a pawn shop, but you have nothing to pawn? you only own a tv and fridge and you cant pawn that as the family
will not be happy. So its a catch 22 situation, we need more things to pawn too and this game could be good fun then.
I would love to know about anyone who has made it past working day 3, that takes some going for sure.
This is only constructive criticism not in anyway running the game down, just some major adjustments that urgently need to be
made for a good longer game play.I hope this helps. Thanks. Simply not good. Not like what I saw in the trailer. No menu or
options. Hopefully it'll get updated and I can change the review. Reach the Sun and Praise it!. just plain bad. bots are literally
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. Multiplayer doesnt work. Neither does entering an ip work nor can you play with someone by inviting them. It
always gives a network error. Pls fix. not bad, not good. fun cheap arcade game for like 2 hours then gets boring pretty quick.. I
generally play against the AI and there seems to be no ability to position your fleet into any formation when you start an attack
or defend your position when you are defending.. Fun & beatiful game!
Clever puzzles with a chilled out atmistpher and music
A must play game
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Hm... So the game is OK.
Nothing special when it comes to gameplay, it is basically just to move the kitty around while doing several 180s and holding the
mouse button, and going for the money increase in the start lets you get more stuff earlier obviously.

It needs more balance to be fun, right now I think it is too easy, but I am saying this without finishing the game, as I got bored.

I like the art style and the smoothness of the gameplay, but it gets boring really fast. I can recommend it as a "I do not want to
think and just shoot stuff game" but not really my cup of tea.. Cynical. That's what this game felt like to me. Maybe that was the
point, maybe it wasn't, I honestly couldn't tell you.

Playing the whole game, getting 100%, the game felt simultaneously like a scathing parody or commentary of everything it was
involved in, but at the same time felt played incredibly straight. It was like it could never decide what it wanted to be, and
because of that, ended up just feeling muddled and like there was no point. And yet I felt as though I was being taunted by the
fact that there WAS no point, because isn't that the whole point in itself? It was a very confused and twisted message through
the whole game.

To be honest, I'm sure most of you are interested in this game because of the visuals. Me too. I can't deny the visuals are a
serious spectacle, I really enjoyed them for a good portion of the game, although they definitely fall off in the later half,
particularly once you get on a ship and from that point on. However, I must also mention that even earlier on, this game may
cause eye strain, as I was getting mild headaches from playing it even for shorter periods of time.

Speaking of the later half of the game though. It feels like the most effort got put into the first few areas to really catch your
attention and then it dwindles slowly into a more and more hopeless and colorless game. You could say that's the point, but
again, I'd say that doesn't inherently make the game better for it.

The game itself has a lot of jokes that are very hit-or-miss, for a pretty good chunk of them I just found myself awkwardly
staring at the joke for a second or two and then moving on to the next thing, which was usually yet another joke. Maybe I'm just
too jaded for the jokes in this game, so I'll blame myself for that one and say I could definitely see someone else enjoying them,
but I do think the humor should still be brought up for consideration when buying the game.

Not gonna lie though, humor aside, this game has a huge problem with the ol' "oh sorry, this thing I made you do was pointless.
ANYWAY too bad" lines, and I don't dig that. It's such a backhanded way of saying that the devs knew they made something
for padding and they don't care.

If there's one thing I have to give the game though, the soundtrack is genuinely fantastic. The ending song for the game is a
delight and I will probably stick it on a playlist. If you decide to not purchase the game, definitely look into the game's music..
Everything about this game is a clear downgrade from 4. The art is much more bland and the tokens don't pop out at you like
they did, orange and yellow are a little too close to the same color for a match 3 game, the music and sound effects just aren't as
good, the tone of the whole game feels way more generic and bland, the level goals and mechanics are worse. It's extremely
clear that whoever made 5 did it for a cash grab and didn't put any of the love and effort into it that were put into 4 to make it a
great game. I can't recommend this to anybody, maybe if it were a free mobile game but even then there would be better
alternatives.. For 5$ the best WW2 Strategy Game (Yes i played CoH 1 & 2 and finished the campaigns) but this game is just
amazing!!!
~40 Hours for the Campagne on Normal
~17 Hours the other Missions
~Multiplayer (10 maps) but unfortunaly not even 1 person playing, so find a friend for it.
For a 2004 released Game graphics are insane! Can compete agaisnt CoH 2 from 2014!!!

Love it!!!!
would buy it even for 30$!!!!
(had around 100 hours back in the Days like 2006-2009 in this game). This game is way too hard to be fun. The amount of
backtracking you have to do is insane and the screen effects to give the game more atmosphere just end up being annoying. A
very frsutrating experience.
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